
A Family Run Business
Located on the West Coast of Scotland, Belle Ayr Cats is run from our home.

We raise happy, healthy and socialised cats that enhance the lives of their owners. In achieving this we have become a world leading 
breeding cattery, with satisfied customers all around the world. 

The cattery is managed strictly in line with our principal value, the welfare of the cats comes first. We exceed all our regulatory 
welfare standards.

Belle Ayr Peace of Mind

Our kittens are TICA club registered. TICA has certified Belle Ayr
an Outstanding Cattery in their quality recognition programme.

Kittens under one year old, and sold within the UK, are provided 
with four weeks free insurance.

All of our active cats are given a fit-to-travel check by our vet
prior to departure. These can be issued to pets for a fee.

Import and Export

We are experts in importing and exporting cats to and from the 
UK; specialising in Singapore, UAE, Australia, New Zealand and 
the USA.

Executive Travel

We offer an Executive Travel Service to our clients who travel by 
private aircraft. We deliver the kitten to the airport, with all the 
paperwork completed, allowing the cat to fly home with the 
owners in the cabin.

Our Breeds

British Shorthair and  British Longhair Cats

Our British Shorthair cats and British Longhair cats are exclusive 
and endearing in equal measure. Their bright and friendly nature, 
along with their vividly distinctive eye-catching colour 
combinations makes them irresistible.

Our Exotics

Exotics are cuddly, good natured
and very affectionate. They get
on well with children and other
pets and their placid nature
makes them ideal house cats.

Discover the Power and Poise of
our Maine Coons

This stunning breed makes its
presence felt with striking
elegance and powerful features.
They are dynamic, intelligent
and kind, making them the most
loyal of companions.

Blue Eye Programme

We are the only UK pedigree
registered cattery that has the
extremely rare, stunning,  Blue
Odd-Eyes (DBE) in Golden and
Silver cats.
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British Shorthair, Longhair, Exotic and Maine Coon kittens
Stunning copper-golden and silver colours
Exclusive blue eye and odd-eye features
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